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Ecological developmental biology (Eco-Devo) involves the study of development in its natural environmental context as opposed to the
laboratory setting. Ernest E. Just was an early 20th century African-American embryologist who devoted his career to studying the early
development of marine invertebrates in the United States and abroad. Through detailed study of the fertilization process, he came to see the cell
cortex as playing a central role in development, inheritance, and evolution. This paper, after presenting some of Just's scientific and philosophical
contributions, argues that Just was an Eco-Devo biologist. Three lines of evidence are given. First, Just believed that intimate knowledge of the
natural history of the marine animal under study – hence, the natural setting in which fertilization occurs – was essential. Second, he stressed the
importance of the egg's “normality”—how well its condition in the laboratory corresponds to the natural, fertilizable state. Finally, Just was an
organicist, believing that organisms are holistic systems with emergent properties that arise from their organization and complexity. Although
other scientists may stand out more clearly as founding architects of Eco-Devo, E. E. Just, with his unwavering insistence on the normality and
holistic integrity of the egg cell, was one of its purest adherents.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Ecological developmental biology; History of biology; Organicism; Marine invertebrate development; FertilizationThe egg cell … is a universe. And if we could but know it we would feel
in its minute confines the majesty and beauty which match the vast
wonder of the world outside us. In it march events that give us the story
of all life from the first moment when somehow out of chaos came life
and living. That first tremendous upheaval that gave this earth its
present contour finds its counterpart in the breaking up of the surface of
the egg which conditions all its life to follow (Just, 1939b).
Although an excellent biography has been written about the
life of the embryologist Ernest Everett Just (Manning, 1983),
there have been only a few publications about his scientific
work (Gould, 1985; Gilbert, 1988). (It should be noted that
Manning's book also contains considerable description of Just's
scientific work.) One aim of this paper is to help rectify this
situation by highlighting the work of Just. A second aim,⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 202 806 5784.
E-mail address: wbyrnes@howard.edu (W.M. Byrnes).
0012-1606/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.445however, is to argue specifically that Ernest E. Just, although
clearly a cell biologist because his primary subject of study was
the egg cell, also had close affinity with what is known today as
ecological developmental (Eco-Devo) biology. One could say
that he was an early Eco-Devo biologist.
The paper will be structured as follows: First, a brief
biographical sketch of E. E. Just will be given. Second, a picture
of the biological and philosophical landscape in the first half of
the 20th century will be presented. Third, the scientific
contributions of Just in the areas of the natural history and
early development of marine invertebrates as well as some of
Just's larger contributions to biology will be discussed. Fourth,
the field of Eco-Devo will be introduced. Finally, it will be
argued that due to his intimate knowledge of marine
invertebrate natural history, his insistence that marine eggs be
studied under conditions as close to the natural state as possible,
and his holistic view of the developing organism, Just was
indeed an ecological developmental biologist.
Fig. 1. Photograph of Ernest Everett Just, circa 1936. Obtained with permission
from the Moreland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University.
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Ernest E. Just (Fig. 1) was born in Charleston, South
Carolina, in 1883. In 1887, following the untimely death of his
father, the Just family moved to James Island, which is just off
the South Carolina coast. In his biography of Just, Ken Manning
(1983) describes Just's later reflection on his childhood
experience of the natural beauty and harmony of the island:
“[It] was full of birds and flowers, especially in the spring, when
the wrens awakened to the smell of wisteria and dogwood.
Azaleas and camellias blossomed along the ditches where
tadpoles swam, and Spanish moss gleamed from the trees…”
There is evidence that a love of nature stayed with Just
throughout his life, deeply informing his career as a biologist.
In his early years, E. E. Just was educated by his mother, a
strong-willed and independent woman who founded and
directed the first school and church on the island. At age
twelve, he left James Island to attend South Carolina State
College in Orangeburg, and at fifteen, he left the South
altogether for New England. He attended Kimball Union
Academy in Meriden, New Hampshire, and then Dartmouth
College, in Hanover. At Dartmouth, Just studied Biology,
History, English, and the classics. In 1907, he graduated magna
cum laude as a prestigious Rufus Choate scholar.
In the fall of 1907, Just joined the faculty of Howard
University in Washington, DC, where he remained, spending
many summers at the Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) at
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and taking numerous trips abroad,
until his death in 1941. His first appointment at Howard was in
the English Department, but in 1910 he moved to the Biology
Department and soon afterward became the first Head of the
new Department of Zoology. Later, with a grant from the
Rosenwald Foundation, he initiated a Master's program in that
field.
Just received his PhD in 1916 from the University of
Chicago under the mentorship of the eminent embryologist
Frank R. Lillie, who also was director of the MBL. Just began
summer research at Woods Hole as Lillie's assistant soon after
he arrived at Howard, having been referred to Lillie by an old
Dartmouth biology teacher. Some of Just's early work at Woods
Hole – that on the fertilization of Platynereis megalops –
formed the body of his PhD thesis. His summer excursions to
Woods Hole continued until 1931, when trips overseas to Italy,
Germany, and France took precedence. During his years at
Woods Hole, Just rose from being a student investigator to a
scientist of international prominence. His first paper, in 1912,
was an important one; it showed that the sperm entry point
determines the first cleavage plane in the egg of Nereis. He also
studied the breeding habits of Nereis and Platynereis, and the
fertilization reaction of Echinarachnius. His experiments lent
support to Lillie's theory of fertilization, known as the
“fertilizin” theory (see below), which Just staunchly defended1 Unless otherwise indicated, the source of the material in this sketch is Ken
Manning's excellent and meticulously researched biography of Just, Black
Apollo of Science: The Life of Ernest Everett Just (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1983).throughout his career. He also looked at the effect of hypotonic
seawater on fertilization and on parthenogenesis. His findings
here conflicted with those of Jacques Loeb, who was “the great
reductionist of American embryology and physiology” (Gould,
1987). Just directly challenged and subsequently suffered a
falling-out with Loeb, who earlier had recommended him for
the prestigious NAACP Spingarn Medal but who, after the
falling-out, called Just a man “limited in intelligence, ignorant,
incompetent, and conceited” (Manning, 1983).
Just's first European trip was to the Stazione Zoologica in
Naples, Italy, in 1929, where for 6 months he studied cortical
changes in sea urchins (Paracentrotus lividus and Echinus
microtuberculatus) in order to further test Lillie's fertilizin
theory (Just, 1929a). He also studied the morphology of
Amphioxus and showed that the Mediterranean annelid Nereis
dumerilii was not the same species as P. megalops as had been
previously proposed (Just, 1929b). Just's second trip came on
the heels of his first. He received an invitation – rare for an
American – to visit the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut in Berlin,
Germany, for 6 months beginning in January 1930. While there,
he met and became friends with such notable German
embryologists as Otto Mangold, Richard Goldschmidt, and
Max Hartmann. These scientists treated Just like a celebrity and
encouraged him to extend his theory of the importance of the
ectoplasm (cell cortex) to other species, including Amoeba. Just
also became friends with Johannes Holtfreter, Mangold's
assistant, who later would develop his own theory about the
role of the cell surface in cellular adhesion during embryo
morphogenesis (Grunwald, 1991). In summer 1931, Just
returned to Berlin for another trip.
Altogether, from his first trip in 1929 to his last in 1938, Just
made nine visits to Europe to pursue research interests. A
number of these were to Berlin, some were to Naples, and others
were to Paris and Roscoff. Although he had conceived of it two
years earlier, while in Europe in 1934, Just began working in
earnest on his book The Biology of the Cell Surface, which was
Table 1
Journals in which E. E. Just published
American Journal of Physiology
American Naturalist
Anatomical Record
Biological Bulletin
Cytologia
Naturwissenschaften
Physiological Zoology
Protoplasma
Science
Wilhelm Roux' Archiv für Entwicklungsmechanik
der Organismen (now Development, Genes and Evolution)
Zeitschrift für Zellforschung und Mikroscopik Anatomie
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philosophical views on biology.
In 1938, Just initiated a self-imposed exile in Europe. He
began working at the Statione Biologique at Roscoff, France, on
the English Channel. In late 1939, however, the Nazis invaded
France. All foreigners were ordered to leave the country, but
Just stayed at Roscoff to finish a paper he was intently writing,
“Unsolved Problems of General Biology” (Just, 1940). Finally,
in June 1940, the Nazis seized control of Paris and the
surrounding countryside, including Roscoff. Just was briefly
imprisoned but fortunately was released through the help of
friends. Although he had expected to permanently reside in
Europe following his 1938 exile attempt, he was forced to return
to the United States. In the fall of 1941, having settled once
again in Washington, DC, he fell ill with pancreatic cancer and
died.
The biological and philosophical landscape
The world of biology that E. E. Just entered when he started
his research career at Woods Hole was, as Scott Gilbert
describes, “a house divided” (Gilbert, 1988). In 1911, Thomas
Hunt Morgan, an embryologist who previously had forcefully
argued for the cytoplasmic model of development and
inheritance, began to lay the foundation for what later would
become the gene theory, which held that nuclear chromosomes
contain the units of heredity in a linear array (Gilbert, 1978,
1998; Sapp, 1987). Morgan's studies on the X chromosome of
Drosophila had shown that genes were physically located
within chromosomes in the nucleus. By the time Morgan's book
The Theory of the Gene was published in 1926, he had changed
his earlier holistic view of inheritance and was arguing
forcefully for a nucleocentric view. By distinguishing the
transmission of genetic traits (genetics) from the expression of
those traits (embryology), and by locating genes in the nucleus,
Morgan was able to “shift attention away from the cytoplasmic
realm of the phenotype to that of the nuclear genotype” (Gilbert,
1988). Furthermore, he believed that the new field of genetics
and the old one of embryology were unrelated disciplines that
did not intersect, except at a single point: the relationship
between heredity and development, in which genes “come to
visible expression” through the protoplasm (Gilbert, 1988). In
Morgan's view, the role of the cytoplasm was to execute the
orders of genes in the nucleus.
This nucleocentric view rankled the embryologists, who
believed in a much more egalitarian relationship between
nucleus and cytoplasm during development. For example,
Just's mentor at Woods Hole, Frank Lillie, believed that
embryonic differentiation was driven by intercellular interac-
tions, which were “mediated through the cytoplasm, not the
nucleus” (Gilbert, 1988). Because of Morgan's insistence that
the differences were irreconcilable, he in effect “drove a
wedge” into embryology, splitting it in half, with the new
geneticists on one side (the nuclear side), and the traditional
embryologists on the other (cytoplasmic) side. Gilbert (1988)
has described what happened as a kind of “supersessionism,”
akin to what happens when one religious sect claimssuperiority over another. He argues that Morgan and other
geneticists “employed a rhetorical strategy…to distance
themselves from embryology, proclaim their science to be
superior…and redefine embryology in terms of the new
genetic discipline.” This rift between genetics and embryol-
ogy that formed in the early part of the twentieth century has
begun to close only recently with the rise of evolutionary
developmental (Evo-Devo) biology (Gilbert, 2003a; Gilbert et
al., 1996).
The uneasy truce between genetics and embryology was
tolerable to embryologists as long as geneticists stayed on
their own turf—which was inside the nuclear envelope.
However, as geneticists became increasingly interested in
looking at differential expression of genes in the 1930s, they
began to turn their attention more and more to the
cytoplasm. In doing so, they “laid claim to embryology”
(Gilbert, 1988). E. E. Just, together with Lillie and others
such as Ross Harrison and Edwin Conklin, was among the
traditional embryologists. After having spent some time in
Europe where he was able to develop and refine his ideas,
Just became a vocal and articulate spokesman for the
embryologists, sharply criticizing the mechanistic and
nucleocentric views.
Just's scientific and philosophical contributions
E. E. Just wrote more than seventy scientific articles over a
thirty-year span, from 1911 to 1941. (Please see Table 1, which
lists some of the mainstream journals in which Just published
his work.) He authored two books: Basic Methods for
Experiments on Eggs of Marine Animals and The Biology of
the Cell Surface, both published in 1939. When Just began his
career, embryology in the United States was in a state of flux.
The prominent practitioners had all been trained to be
observers of development, but they were all moving towards
being experimentalists. At Woods Hole, the experimentalists
were called “worm slicers,” and the naturalists were called
“bug hunters.” (Ironically, now that nearly all research in
Woods Hole is experimental, the townspeople call all
scientists “bug hunters.”) Just straddled this divide in an
important way. As will be shown below, although clearly an
experimentalist, he always paid close attention to the
embryo's environment.
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breeding habits of the marine annelids Nereis limbata and P.
megalops at Woods Hole. It is worth looking in some depth at
the first study, the one on N. limbata (Lillie and Just, 1913),
because it demonstrates Just's growing awareness of the
importance of environmental factors (seasons, phases of the
moon, and time of day, in this case). It also highlights Just's
naturalist tendencies and communicates his fascination with the
animals he was observing.
The animals may be taken after sunset on certain nights, in general
during the ‘dark of the moon,’ in the months of June, July, August and
September. They appear swimming near the surface of the water very
soon after sunset, and may be attracted by the light of the lantern and
readily caught with a small hand net. The swarming usually begins with
the appearance of a few males, readily distinguished by their bright red
anterior segments and white sexual segments, darting rapidly through
the water in curved paths in and out of the circle of light cast by the
lantern. The much larger females then begin to appear, usually in
smaller numbers, swimming laboriously through the water. Both sexes
rapidly increase in numbers during the next fifteen minutes, and in the
case of a large swarm there may be hundreds of males in sight at one
time, though the number of females to be seen at one time rarely
exceeds ten or a dozen. In about 45 minutes, the numbers begin to
decrease and in an hour and a half, all have disappeared for the night.
In the second, equally fascinating, study (Just, 1914), he
describes the egg-laying ritual of P. megalops. With these two
examples, we see that Just was becoming intimately familiar
with the breeding behavior of the animals whose eggs he
studied.
Using a light microscope – the most advanced imaging
technology available to him – Just carefully followed events
occurring in the egg cell during fertilization. The result of this
attention to detail was that he was able to identify very precise
changes in egg structure. One of his more innovative studies
was one in which he exposed Echinarachnius parma eggs to
dilute seawater at various precisely timed intervals after
insemination and measured the position of membrane separa-
tion relative to the point of sperm-egg fusion and the time it took
for each egg to rupture at this position (Just, 1921). Although
this might seem like a very crude experiment, Just's care and
precision allowed him to exploit it to uncover the fact that the
instability of the zygote surface moves in a wave from the point
of the sperm entry to the opposite side (Just, 1921). Thus, Just
can be credited with presenting the first evidence that the
envelope forms as a result of a wave of structural change at the
egg surface. We now know that this wave of instability is the
same as the wave of cortical granule exocytosis that forms
the fertilization envelope.
As early as 1919, Just reported that polyspermy is blocked at
the beginning of the cortical reaction (Just, 1919a). In The
Biology of the Cell Surface, he described the first 2 min of the
fertilization process in Nereis and Arbacia:
Under the impact of a spermatozoon the egg-surface first gives way and
then rebounds; the egg-membrane moves in and out beneath the actively
moving spermatozoon for a second or two. Then suddenly the
spermatozoon becomes motionless with its tip buried in a slight
indentation of the egg-surface, at which point the ectoplasm develops a
cloudy appearance. This turbidity spreads from here so that … the wholeectoplasm is cloudy. Now like a flash, beginning at the point of sperm-
attachment, a wave sweeps over the surface of the egg, clearing up the
ectoplasm as it passes.… Twenty-five seconds after insemination, a cone
of ectoplasm protrudes … and encloses the sperm-head. This is suddenly
pulled into the cone.… Progressively from this point the membrane
separates in a wave from the surface of the egg.… Thirty seconds after
insemination the membrane is separated from the egg by a narrow
perivitelline space.… The vitelline membrane becomes equidistant from
the egg … and is at its greatest width one hundred twenty seconds after
insemination (Just, 1939b).
Here, Just has correctly inferred the existence of what is now
known as the fast block to polyspermy, which subsequently has
been shown to be caused by a shift in egg cell membrane
potential (Gilbert, 2003b). He observed that “[b]efore the actual
elevation of the membrane, some cortical change beginning at
the point of sperm entry sweeps over the egg, immunizing it to
other sperm…” (Just, 1919a). He emphasized that it was this
“wave of negativity” sweeping over the egg before the onset of
membrane lifting, not the lifting of the membrane itself, that
constituted the block.
It is important to note that the fast block does not move in a
wave; being due to an electrical depolarization, it is essentially
instantaneous over the whole surface. What Just was apparently
seeing was a cortical contraction due to the calcium release that
precedes the liftoff of the fertilization envelope; this does not
cause the fast block, but is an earlier manifestation of what will
be the permanent block. This was an early recognition that there
is a rapid block to polyspermy; Just attributed it to his wave,
which was technically wrong, but he was operating at the limits
of experimental technique in his day. The key here is that he
understood that a rapid block exists and was trying to correlate it
to events that he could observe.
In this paper, Just also described the slow block to
polyspermy (a mechanical one) that occurs as a result of
formation of the fertilization envelope or membrane (Gilbert,
2003b). He wrote: “As the membrane lifts off, it carries away
any supernumerary sperm whose activity is in contrast to
immobilized sperm previously engulfed by the egg.” He added
that membrane elevation at a given point not only prevents
sperm entry at that point, but also prevents it “at any point on the
egg surface” (Just, 1919a).
A second paper of the same year (Just, 1919b) lent support to
Lillie's “fertilizin” theory of fertilization. The theory proposed
that a diffusible substance, called fertilizin, is given off by a
female member of the species E. parma (also Nereis,
Platynereis, and Arbacia) in seawater. This substance diffuses
through seawater and causes a nearby male to shed sperm. The
sperm so shed become agglutinated; thus, fertilizin is an
agglutinizing agent.
Lillie had proposed that the fertilizin molecule has two ends,
one that interacts with a receptor on the spermatozoon and
another that interacts with a receptor on the egg. To describe his
theory, Lillie invoked a model that, unfortunately, was similar to
one for a much-criticized theory of immunity known as the side-
chain theory. As a result, the fertilizin theory suffered from
“guilt by association” and did not fare as well as Jacques Loeb's
rival “lysin” theory of fertilization. Possibly out of a sense of
loyalty to his mentor, Just sought experimental evidence to
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proving that it was true not only for Echinarachnius, but for
other marine animals as well. He wrote a long defense of the
theory in a paper titled “The Present Status of the Fertilizin
Theory of Fertilization” (Just, 1930).
During his time at Woods Hole, Just also investigated the
effect of dilute seawater and other variables (UV irradiation,
hydration or dehydration, temperature) on parthenogenesis in
eggs of marine animals such as Echinarachnius, Nereis,
Platynereis, Arbacia, and Chaetopterus (Fig. 2). It was this
work on parthenogenesis in particular that led to his long-
standing disagreement with Jacques Loeb that was mentioned
earlier.
By 1900, Loeb had discovered that he could induce
parthenogenesis in sea urchin and annelid eggs by exposing
them to hypertonic seawater. However, he also found that
irregularities arose in the developing embryos: only a small
fraction of the experimentally activated eggs developedFig. 2. Photographs of adult forms of some of the marine invertebrates Just studied. (A
http://www.sanctuaries.nos.noaa.gov/pgallery/pgstellwagen/habitats/1638027_300.jp
Platynereis dumerilii [nereid worm] (Source: Kristin Tessmar-Raible and Detlev Aren
www.mbl.edu/animals/images/arbacia.1.jpg); (E) N. limbata [clam worm] (Source: W
is 1 cm.normally to the larval stage. Experimenting further, Loeb
discovered that by treating the sea urchin eggs with a solution of
a fatty acid (butyric acid) followed by treatment with hypertonic
seawater, he could obtain a much higher rate of normal
development. This method became known as Loeb's double
treatment or “superficial-cytolysis-corrective-factor” method of
parthenogenesis, which was widely accepted. Just explained (a
bit sarcastically, it seems) how the method was supposed to
work: “the fatty acid treatment causes ‘superficial cytolysis’ and
the hypertonic sea water treatment following ‘saves’ the egg
from this impending death” (Just, 1939b).
Despite its popularity, Just succeeded in systematically
dismantling Loeb's theory. First, he showed that only one
chemical in the two-part treatment – the butyric acid – was
needed to activate the egg. Second, he demonstrated that the
cytolytic effect of the butyric acid was simply due to the fact
that the eggs were being overexposed to the acid. Finally, he
proved that the order of treatment was inconsequential. He) E. parma [sand dollar] (Source: Dann Blackwood and Page Valentine, USGS,
g); (B) Chaetopterus pergamentaceus [parchment worm] (Source: W. R. E.); (C)
dt, EMBL); (D) Arbacia punctulata [sea urchin] (Source: David Remsen, http://
.R.E.). The scale bars on panels A, B, D, and E are 5 cm; the scale bar on panel C
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demanded by the…theory not only is not supported by fact
but is contradicted by it” (Just, 1939b).
But Just's main criticism was not so much of Loeb's theory;
it was of how Loeb's “discovery” was being interpreted by
others. He observed that it gave rise to “extravagant claims by
experimental embryologists” and “aroused fantastic notions
among laymen. Many hailed it as the creation of life. As if the
unfertilized egg is not alive!” (Just, 1939b). Just's own
interpretation of the significance of the phenomenon of
experimental parthenogenesis was different from this. For
him, what was important was not the agent that induces
parthenogenesis. Rather, the inherent character of the egg itself,
in particular the independent irritability of its surface, was the
important aspect of parthenogenesis and fertilization. Thus,
“[the egg] has full capacity for development. Neither sperma-
tozoa nor experimental means furnish the egg with one or more
substances without which the initiation of development would
be impossible” (Just, 1937a).
It is not surprising that Just's work on fertilization and
parthenogenesis led him to stress the importance of the egg cell's
surface—in particular, the ectoplasm. It was the cell surface that
mediated interactions with the environment. He wrote, “The
ectoplasm, standing between the protoplasmic system's inner
substance and the outside world, reacts first to environmental
stimuli and thus conditions the responses of the whole system”
(Just, 1939b). Moreover, “[Living matter] can never be divorced
from its milieu,” he wrote. “Our investigations of it, however
much for purposes of more refined and exact study we abstract it
from its surroundings, should never lose sight of the fact that the
cell as organism is part with and of its environment. This relation
of cell to outside world is revealed by protoplasmic irritability.…
The highest expression of irritability reveals itself in the outer
cell-boundary, the ectoplasm” (Just, 1937a).
The cell surface was critically important in the evolution of
the first living creature, the ancestor of all life. Regarding its
significance for the evolution of this primordial living substance,
Just wrote, “The play of factors in the environment –
temperature, gases and electrolytes – upon the living organism
must be first on the cytoplasmic surface. Even if we assume that
the primordial living thing was a mass of homogeneous
protoplasm…, there must have early arisen a differentiation
between surface and interior—a spatial differentiation” (Just,
1933). Moreover, “[t]he chief characteristic of this original
substance was its particular and complex organization, which set
it apart from its environment, but at the same time it must have
been responsive to environmental changes” (Just, 1933).
Following his visit to the Stazione Zoologica in Naples in
1929, Just published a number of papers (Just, 1929a,b) on his
studies of marine animals there (Nereis dumeillii, the sea
urchins P. lividus and E. microtuberculatus, and species of
Amphioxus). After his visit to the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institute in
Berlin in 1931, several of his papers appeared in German
journals. Two publications during this period, “On the Origin of
Mutations” (Just, 1932) and “Cortical Cytoplasm and Evolu-
tion” (1933), demonstrate his increasing confidence in tackling
the larger problems of biology. Finally, after 1936, except forone paper of a medical nature and three publications from his
experimental work on fertilization in marine animals at Roscoff,
Just's writings turned strongly in a philosophical direction. It is
clear that, in these later years, Just was trying to make a mark on
biology generally. His papers have bold titles such as “A Single
Theory for the Physiology of Development and Genetics” (Just,
1936), “Phenomena of Embryogenesis and Their Significance
for a Theory of Development and Heredity” (Just, 1937b), and
“Unsolved Problems of General Biology” (1940). His book The
Biology of the Cell Surface brought all of these ideas together,
along with the body of his scientific work, as one synthetic
whole. In these last papers and in his book, Just stressed the
importance of the egg cell cortex – the ectoplasm – for
development, heredity, and evolution.
It is curious that although Just's experimental work showed
an important role for the cell surface in development, “[it] was
largely and unfortunately ignored” (Grunwald, 1991). This was
true even with respect to scientists who emphasized the cell
surface in their work and thus should have recognized Just's
contributions. It was especially true of the Americans (Gilbert,
1988); with the Europeans, he fared somewhat better. As
mentioned earlier, while at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut, Just
came to know Johannes Holtfreter, who later studied the role of
the cell surface in vertebrate embryonic cell adhesion during
development. Holtfreter's groundbreaking paper on the surface
of the amphibian embryo “cited Just's book in five separate
places and also quoted two of his research papers approvingly”
(Gilbert, 1988). However, after this sparse early attention, Just's
work was largely ignored. Writes Gilbert: “Just's work … [was]
met with polite neglect. Although his 1931 paper in
Naturwissenschaften (Just, 1931) had provided the first
evidence for functional changes in the cell surface during
development, it was all but ignored, and even when cited (as in
[L. V.] Heilbrunn's books), it was not discussed. When research
on the cell surface began again after World War II, Just's work
was quickly forgotten” (Gilbert, 1988).
What is Eco-Devo?
Ecological developmental biology (Eco-Devo) is concerned
with studying the development of organisms in their natural
settings as opposed to in a laboratory setting. It is a new
discipline, having been officially established just a few years
ago, in 2001, although signs of its arrival were seen earlier
(Mead and Epel, 1995).
Historical background
Although new, Eco-Devo has roots in an earlier era of
embryology that was very much concerned with how ecology
affects development. Oscar Hertwig in the late 19th century
discovered a number of examples of phenotypic plasticity – the
ability of an organism to alter its development, hence
phenotype, depending on environmental conditions – such as
that underlying the sexual dimorphism of the echiuroid worm
Bonellia viridis. Ironically, August Weissmann, who later
became a staunch nucleocentrist, also worked in this area in
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patterns on certain butterflies were different depending on the
season of eclosion and the temperature.
After the rise of Entwicklungsmechanik (developmental
physiology) in the early 20th century brought embryology
indoors, developmental biology largely has focused on mechan-
isms occurring inside the embryo. This tendency is still evident
today. It is reflected in the fact that almost all experiments in
developmental biology make use of one of six model systems:
the fly Drosophila melanogaster, the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans, the frog Xenopus laevis, the mouse Mus musculus, the
chick Gallus gallus, and the fish Danio rerio. All six models are
alike in that they have similar developmental characteristics:
early sexual maturation, early separation of somatic from
germline cells, and the ability to develop in a laboratory setting
(Bolker, 1995; Gilbert, 2002). One advantage of using these
model animals is that experiments can be conducted in a more
controlled manner with minimal environmental influence. A
drawback, however, is that the perspective can end up being
skewed toward a genetic paradigm: genes controlling develop-
ment through genetic programs. The inward focus of embryol-
ogy prepared the way for its fusion with molecular biology in the
1960s, giving rise to developmental genetics, which focuses on
genetic programs and differential gene expression. As this
happened, ecology was mostly left out of the picture.
And yet, although marginalized, ecology was not completely
forgotten. The Russian scientist Alexi Severtsov and his student
Ivan Schmalhausen during these intervening years strove to
create a complete theory of evolution that took into account not
only genetics and embryology, but also ecology (Adams, 1980).
Schmalhausen developed the concept of norms of reaction or
reaction norms, which refer to “the ability of an organism to
inherit a range of phenotypic potentials from which the
environment elicits a particular one” (Gilbert, 2002). Thus, the
reaction norm is the “spectrum of phenotypes” that is expressed
by a single genome across a range of environmental conditions.
It is a manifestation of phenotypic (or developmental) plasticity,
the degree of which varies from genome to genome. Polyphen-
isms (as in butterfly wing spot pattern seasonal polyphenisms)
are a limiting case of phenotypic plasticity in which only two
phenotypes can be elicited by the environment.
It is unfortunate that the synthesis forged by Severtsov and
Schmalhausen was not taken up by the larger scientific
community. There are at least two reasons for this: the world's
reaction against the extremism of Lysenkoism, under which
Russian biology tragically suffered, and the simultaneous rise of
the gene-centric view of development. Even the brilliant efforts
of the geneticist Conrad H. Waddington, who introduced the
concepts of epigenetics, canalization, epigenetic landscape, and
genetic assimilation, could not turn the rising tide of genetics
toward ecology (Van Speybroeck, 2002).
Examples of Eco-Devo research
The arrival of Eco-Devo has signaled a change in this
neglectful attitude toward the role ecology in development. The
term “Eco-Devo”was coined by Scott Gilbert in a review articlein 2001 (Gilbert, 2001). In January 2002, a symposium co-
organized by Gilbert and Jessica Bolker was held on the topic
(Dusheck, 2002). The January 2003 issue of the journal
Evolution and Development was devoted to papers presented
at this symposium (Gilbert and Bolker, 2003). A random
sampling of these papers gives an idea of what Eco-Devo can
involve: adaptive polyphenisms in insects (Nijhout, 2003),
phenotypic plasticity in plants (Sultan, 2003), environmental
sex determination in fishes (Godwin et al., 2003), mechanical
forces during early development (Moore, 2003), and amphibian
defenses against UV-B irradiation (Blaustein and Belden,
2003).
Other notable examples of Eco-Devo research include
predator–prey polyphenisms in vertebrates such as the wood
frog Rana sylvetica (Van Buskirk and Relyea, 1998) and the
red-eyed tree frog Agalychnis callidryas (Warkentin, 1999), and
in the water flea Daphnia cucullata (Agrawal et al., 1999); the
human immune system, which specifically recognizes and
attacks foreign agents from the environment (Gilbert, 2002);
and the developmental symbioses between the light organ-
containing squid Euprymna scolopes and the light-emitting
bacterium Vibrio fischeri (Montgomery and McFall-Ngai,
1994) and those involving the mammalian gut microbiota
(Stappenbeck et al., 2002) (for a review of animal–bacteria
symbioses in development, see McFall-Ngai, 2002). Finally,
recent work on the relationship between environmental factors
and expression of developmental genetic programs in marine
invertebrates that have a pelagobenthic life cycle (Jackson et al.,
2002) provides another example of Eco-Devo research. In all of
these examples, we see that environmental factors, including
interactions with other species, can play critical roles in animal
embryonic development.
Below, it will be shown that E. E. Just's studies of
fertilization and early development of marine invertebrates
also fit under the umbrella of Eco-Devo. Although Eco-Devo as
a discipline did not exist in the early 20th century and many of
the techniques and approaches that Eco-Devo biologists today
employ did not yet exist, by carefully translating his deep
knowledge of natural settings to the laboratory, Just prefigured
what Eco-Devo biologists do. In this sense, it will be argued,
Just was an early Eco-Devo biologist.
It is a branch of Evo-Devo
Eco-Devo necessarily has an evolutionary component.
Indeed, it is considered to be a subcategory of evolutionary
developmental biology. This is because there is a natural
association among ecology, development, and evolution—an
association that was well described by Leigh Van Valen when,
in 1973, he wrote, “…evolution is the control of development by
ecology” (Van Valen, 1973). In line with this idea, Stephen Jay
Gould in Ontogeny and Phylogeny argued for a heterochronic
association between ecology and life-history strategies of
animals (Gould, 1977). Rudolf Raff, in his treatise The Shape
of Life, likewise wrote about the importance of ecology in a
similar discussion of life history strategies in sea urchins and
amphibians (Raff, 1996) (these two giants of the field were not
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this work by looking at the role of heterochrony and life history
strategies in early echinoderm development (Wray, 1995). More
generally, Wray has proposed that ecological determinants can
drive evolution of embryonic patterning mechanisms in animals
(Wray, 2000).
Mary Jane West-Eberhard, in her magnum opus Develop-
mental Plasticity and Evolution, carefully documents many
examples of how environment affects development and
evolution. She does this in a slightly different context from
Gould and Raff—that of developmental evolutionary biology as
opposed to evolutionary developmental biology (West-Eber-
hard, 2003). Finally, Stuart Newman argues that “morpholog-
ical plasticity” is an ancient property of metazoans that preceded
developmental genetic programming in the course of evolution
(Newman, 2005; Newman and Muller, 2000).
Philosophical leanings
In addition to an experimental focus on the role of ecological
factors in development and evolution, what one also sees in
Eco-Devo biologists is a particular philosophical leaning: that
of organicism, or materialistic holism. Stephen Jay Gould
(1985) describes organicism, and its “middle position” between
vitalism and mechanism:
The middle position holds that life, as a result of its structural and
functional complexity, cannot be taken apart into its chemical
constituents and explained in its entirety by physical and chemical
laws working at the molecular level.… Life requires its own principles
because the world of nature is organized hierarchically. As levels of
complexity mount along the hierarchy of atom, molecule, gene, cell,
tissue, organism, and population, new properties arise as results of
interactions and interconnections emerging at each new level.… Life
must be studied at its own level; its complexity must be tackled directly,
not dissolved into components—for the interaction of these components
is primary and irreducible.
Gilbert and Sarkar (2000) explain further, “Here, complex
wholes are inherently greater than the sum of their parts in the
sense that the properties of each part are dependent upon the
context of the part within the whole…” In the organicist view,
“…the properties of any level depend both on the properties of
the parts ‘beneath’ them and the properties of the whole into
which they are assembled” (Gilbert and Sarkar, 2000). Such
properties are said to emerge out of the organizational
complexity of the system; they are emergent. The emergent
properties are level specific. Because of this, even if one can
enumerate all of the parts of a whole living system and
determine how all of the parts interact, one still cannot define
the whole. The top-down view is just as critical as the bottom-
up view for understanding the system.
Just was an early Eco-Devo biologist
Three lines of evidence argue that E. E. Just was a bona fide
Eco-Devo biologist. First, he believed that the embryologist
should know the animal he or she is studying in its natural
setting. Second, he repeatedly stressed the importance of thenormality of the egg being studied. Third, like other traditional
embryologists, and many Eco-Devo biologists today, he was an
organicist.
Natural settings and normal eggs
From his writings and the character of his work, it is evident
that Just believed that an understanding of the natural history of
the animals whose eggs were under study was important for the
practicing embryologist. His first book, the laboratory manual
Basic Methods for Experiments on Eggs of Marine Animals
(Just, 1939a), made this abundantly clear. He stressed personal
engagement with the animal: “[T]he experimental embryologist
should as far as possible know his animal personally and
directly through work in the field, never resting content to
become what Kropotkin in another sense denominated a ‘desk
biologist.’” As his writings on the breeding habits of N. limbata,
P. megalops, and other marine animals attest, Just had a deep
understanding of the breeding habits of the marine species
whose eggs he studied.
He also felt strongly that eggs should never be treated as
mere raw material; rather, they are to be treated with respect.
“The cell is never a tool” he wrote at one point, emphasizing that
an egg cell is a living system and not a machine that can be used
to “prove a theory” (Just, 1939b). He emphasized the utmost
importance of the “normality” of the marine egg, the knowledge
of which comes from keen observation of the egg in its natural
environment:
Descriptive embryology built upon laboratory observations stands only
if one can assume that the stages observed represent faithful
reproductions of those occurring in the state of nature.… The basis
and the control of any experiment is the perfectly normal egg; the
worker must know therefore what is a good egg. The best source for this
knowledge lies in the most thorough acquaintance of the normal egg in
its normal surroundings (Just, 1939a).
From decades of careful observation, Just was able to
develop specific “indices of normal development” for a number
of different marine species (Echinarachnius, Arbacia, Nereis,
and Asterias); most of these indices related to when and under
what conditions egg membrane separation occurs.
Just emphasized the importance of clean glassware and
laboratory instruments and carefully controlled for experimen-
tal variables such as temperature and evaporation (Just, 1939a).
His insistence on having laboratory conditions match as closely
as possible those in nature was rooted in his recognition of the
importance of the environment as a critical factor in biological
development. And, whereas it is generally true that embryol-
ogists, in order to succeed in getting difficult embryos to
develop properly in a laboratory setting, must work out
seemingly obscure experimental protocols based on trial and
error, for Just these protocols were solidly based on observa-
tions in nature. He took what he saw in nature and applied it in
the laboratory.
By the late 1920s, Just's knowledge of the natural history of
the marine invertebrates at Woods Hole was legendary. There
was broad acknowledgement from his peers that he was a
brilliant experimental embryologist who could succeed in
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usually [at Woods Hole] in the spring, before anyone else,
sometimes as early as mid-March. By the time other scientists
started arriving in mid-June, he could tell them whether
Chaetopterus was going to be normal and whether Nereis was
going to be in abundance that summer. He knew more than
anyone else about what constituted normal conditions for
marine eggs, and his concern for the proper handling of eggs
had a great influence on experienced scientists and beginning
investigators alike” (Manning, 1983). Other investigators at the
MBL frequently asked his counsel in this regard; this is likely
what led him to publish his laboratory manual Basic Methods
for Experiments on Eggs of Marine Animals (Just, 1939a). This
book was later extensively updated and is still in use today in its
updated from (Costello and Henley, 1971; Cohen, 1999).
For Just, the egg was the living entity out of which all
development proceeds. He wrote, “Only in the egg and its
development can we hope to trace to its source the pattern of
structure, and to resolve into its motif the harmonious behavior
which characterizes the many-celled animals” (Just, 1939b).
The integrity of the egg – which depends on environmental
conditions – was essential if one was to understand the
developmental process that arises out of its fertilization. He
sensed that there was a deep connection between environment
and development. The realization of this connection was
expressed in his highlighting the importance of the cell surface.
It seems clear that Just's emphasis on the role of the egg
surface (i.e., cortex or ectoplasm) in all aspects of development,
as well as in heredity and evolution, was influenced by his early
work demonstrating the importance of preserving, as much as
possible, the normal conditions found in nature. For Just, if the
eggs used for an experiment were not normal, all results
obtained using them were suspect. This was because, under
such circumstances, the results could be attributable to “the poor
physiological condition of the eggs” and not the experimental
variable being tested (Just, 1939b).
Just's intimate knowledge of the egg's normality led him to
question the integrity of the results of other, prominent,
biologists, including Jacques Loeb (mentioned earlier) and
Nobel laureate T. H. Morgan. He boldly and publicly challenged
these scientists at scientific meetings and in publications. His
boldness likely was also fueled by his philosophical disagree-
ment with them: both were reductionists. Just's philosophical
views were not that different from other traditional embryol-
ogists. What was different, however, was his outspokenness in
defending the embryologist's holistic view.
For example, he openly criticized T. H. Morgan at the 1935
annualmeeting of the American Society of Zoologists in Princeton.
With the intention of reconciling genetics and embryology
(Manning, 1983), Just took Morgan to task for his nucleocentri-
cism, presenting his own (misguided, as it turns out) “theory of
genetic restriction” as an alternative toMorgan's gene theory. But if
Morgan was incorrect in attributing almost unlimited power to
genes, Just was unfortunately even more off the mark with his own
theory of genetic restriction. “My fundamental thesis is that all the
differences, i.e., differentiation, that appear during development,
rest upon cytoplasmic reactions,” he wrote. “These are madepossible through removal of obstacles by nuclei, hence, by
chromosomes and genes. The nuclei by removal of substances
release the activity of the cytoplasm in one direction. The genes
also act by removing impediments to cytoplasmic reaction” (Just,
1939b). Thus, althoughMorgan's purely nucleocentric viewwas at
one extreme, Just's purely cytoplasmic view was clearly at the
other. Neither was correct. Just's attempt at “reconciliation”
between embryology with genetics, like Morgan's, was ineffective
because it was too one-sided.
Organicism
It is likely that Just's very first set of experiments contained
the seeds of his strong gravitation toward a holistic, organic,
view of the embryo. If the first cleavage plane of the embryo
depends on the point on the egg's surface where the sperm
enters, and if this entry point can be anywhere on the surface,
then this seminal event of development – first cleavage – is not
preformed. In his first paper, Just wrote, “While in the egg of
Nereis the sperm may enter at any point and since the first
cleavage plane passes through this point, the structure of the
ovocyte of Nereis at the time of insemination must be the same
in all meridians [italics original]” (Just, 1912). As S. J. Gould
(1985) notes, “This first paper already contains the basis for
Just's later and explicit holism—his concern with properties of
entire organisms (the egg's complete surface) and with
interactions of organism and environment…”
Ken Manning (1983) describes Just's view of life and of
biology. He explains that although Just was strongly opposed to
a mechanistic view of life, he also was not a vitalist. Just
rejected the view put forth by the “physico-chemical biolo-
gists”; he ridiculed the notion that there can be such a thing as a
“life molecule.” But, he also did not believe as Hans Driesch did
that there was a mystical “life force,” or entelechy, that pushed
organisms to fulfill their potential in a teleological sense. He
emphasized that to be against mechanism is not necessarily to
be for vitalism. He wrote, “The term non-mechanistic by no
means implies vitalism. Not every physicist who opposes the
mechanistic conception deems it necessary to support a non-
physical, super-natural concept” (Just, 1939b).
We see, then, that Just took the middle position between the
vitalists and the mechanists. He took the organicist position. All
indications are that Just believed that life arises out the
complexity and structural integrity of living systems. “[L]ife
is the harmonious organization of events, the resultant of a
communion of structures and reactions” he wrote in The Biology
of the Cell Surface (Just, 1939b). Further, in a paper on the cell
surface and its role in evolution, he wrote, “We [scientists] have
often striven to prove life as wholly mechanistic, starting with
the hypothesis that organisms are machines! Thus we overlook
the organo-dynamics of protoplasm—its power to organize
itself. Living substance is such because it possesses this
organization—something more than the sum of its minutest
parts” (Just, 1933). This is a clear articulation of a belief in
organicism. Just clearly was an organicist.
Finally, it is noteworthy that philosophical views similar to
those of Just (and others of his day) are beginning to appear
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centrism, some biologists now are beginning to see that it is
not the genome per se, but rather the genome in context that is
important in development and evolution (Van Speybroeck et
al., 2002). E. E. Just was strongly opposed to the notion that
the nucleus controls cellular structure and function. Epigen-
eticists today, following the direction of C. H. Waddington,
have a similar view; they stress the importance of genomic
context. Van de Vijver et al. (2002) explain this epigenetic
view: “…[I]nstead of containing the core program or the basic
instructions of the living, the genome is viewed as a regulatory
system that actively responds to internal and external
fluctuations of various kinds and that is embedded in a variety
of contexts that can selectively determine its expression. This
viewpoint is incompatible with ‘centrism’ of any kind.” Thus,
there is a correspondence between Just's views and the views
of some epigeneticists today.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Ernest Everett Just was a true example of an
ecological developmental biologist. Although, unlike Hertwig
and Schmalhausen, he may not have been one of the founding
architects of Eco-Devo, he surely was one of its most ardent
adherents. He shared an organicist view of the developing
embryo, believing it to be a holistic system that is more than the
sum of its parts. In this respect, he was like other traditional
embryologists of his day. But, unlike others, he was intimately
familiar with the natural history of the marine organisms whose
eggs he studied. He knew the natural setting of the fertilization
process. He also understood what constituted a normal egg and
was absolutely insistent that the egg under study in the
laboratory be as identical as possible to the one in nature.
This appreciation of the egg in its natural environment led him
to believe that the cytoplasm and its periphery – the ectoplasm –
played a critical role in life processes. It caused him to clash
with prominent scientists of his day. These clashes meant that,
unlike others such as C. H. Waddington, he would not be the
one to forge a synthesis between embryology and genetics. Yet,
he was faithful to the science and philosophy of Eco-Devo
throughout his career.
Only today, with powerful tools such as low-light, high-
contrast optical-sectioning microscopy (Yuste and Konnerth,
2005), are we beginning to noninvasively image molecular
activities and other events inside cells as they occur during
development. E. E. Just understood, long before such
technologies were available, that treating the cell as a holistic
system necessitates using methods that do not destroy its
integrity. Today, as ecology and biological development,
separated for a hundred years, are reunited under the auspices
of Eco-Devo, we can celebrate the work and insight of Ernest
Everett Just.
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